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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Agreement to sell - Dispute cannot be said to be civil nature as on the

date of agreement to sell property was already mortgaged with bank which fact

was concealed. (Rajasthan) 375

Agreement to sell - Dominion of property not entrusted to buyer - Property

neither of some other person nor accused was holding such property on trust for

other person - Non execution of sale deed or non-refund of earnest money - Does

not amount to criminal breach of trust. (Allahabad) 566

Anticipatory bail - Second application for anticipatory bail is maintainable

when first anticipatory bail application was dismissed as withdrawn.

(P&H) 316

Application u/s 156(3) Cr.P.C. - Averments made in application and

material, if any, in support thereof, if disclose cognizable offence then Magistrate

should order registration of FIR and investigation by police. (Allahabad) 740

Application u/s 156(3) Cr.P.C. - Report from police station concerned -

If from such report no prima facie case is made against the opposite party,

Magistrate is not bound to order for registration of case. (Allahabad) 740

Bail - Kidnapping and rape - In statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C. prosecutrix stated

that she went with accused of her own will and accused had not done anything

wrong with her - However, later on in her statement recorded u/s 164 Cr.P.C

prosecutrix levelled allegation of kidnapping and sexual assault under pressure

of her family members - Bail granted to accused. (Rajasthan) 749

Bail - Non appearance due to ill health - Accused if prevented by sufficient

reasons to put appearance in Court, same cannot be construed as a deliberate and

willful absence. (P&H) 798

Cheating - Criminal breach of trust - Offence by company - When company

is offender, vicarious liability of directors cannot be imputed automatically, in

absence of any statutory provision to that effect. (Kerala) 458

Compromise - FIR u/s 307 IPC - Injury not caused to anyone in the incident

- Even offence u/s 307 IPC can be quashed on the basis of compromise.

(P&H) 524

Contraband - Compliance of S.50 NDPS Act - Not applicable when it is

a chance recovery. (Delhi) 785

Contraband - Non-compliance of S.50 of NDPS Act - Nothing recovered

on the alleged personal search of accused - Recovery was effected from bag carried

by accused - Compliance of S.50 of the Act not required. (S.C.) 803

Contraband - Search in presence of Magistrate or Gazetted Officer - Not

required if person to be searched not so desires, after being informed of his right

in this regard. (Delhi) 021
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Criminal trespass - Unauthorized construction on property owned and

possessed by accused - Offence u/s 447 IPC is not made out.

(Allahabad) 677

Cross examination - Sketchy cross examination of some witnesses and no

cross examination on material aspects by Amicus Curiae - Conviction set aside

- Matter remanded for re-trial which shall commence from the stage of cross

examination of prosecution witnesses. (Delhi) 469

Default bail - Cancellation of - Once accused is released on bail u/s 167(2)

Proviso Cr.P.C, he cannot be taken into custody merely on filing of charge sheet.

(Kerala) 114

Dishonour of cheque - Appeal against conviction - Deposit of minimum

of 20% of fine amount or compensation - It is mandatory for appellate Court to

grant period of sixty days to accused to company with order. (Kerala) 229

Dishonour of cheque - Appeal against conviction - Deposit of minimum

of 20% of fine amount or compensation is mandatory - Non exercise of such power

can only be under very exceptional circumstances. (Kerala) 229

Dishonour of cheque - Bail cancelled due to non appearance - Third

anticipatory bail application - No ground to extend said concession for the third

time. (P&H) 792

Dishonour of cheque - Cheque issued by one partner to the other towards

his share/profit in the firm - Profit or share in a partnership firm is not a debt

of one partner to the other - Proceedings quashed. (Allahabad) 515

Dishonour of cheque - Compromise - 15% cheque amount towards cost

of litigation waived off - Conviction and sentence set aside. (P&H) 801

Dishonour of cheque - Demand notice - Mistake of cheque number in

notice does not make the notice defective or invalid. (Kerala) 764

Dishonour of cheque - Demand notice - There is no requirement to

mention cheque number in notice. (Kerala) 764

Dishonour of cheque - Deposit of amount, in complainants account, after

issuance of cheque and notice, which is more than cheque amount - Amount so

deposited has firstly to be adjusted towards the payment of cheque amount.

(P&H) 508

Dishonour of cheque - Dissolution of company during pendency of

proceedings - Directors and other accused cannot escape by citing its dissolution.

(Madras) 285

Dishonour of cheque - Expert opinion regarding signatures - Plea of

security cheque - No dispute regarding issuance of cheque - Order allowing

application for expert opinion set aside. (Kerala) 014

Dishonour of cheque - Loan - Money lender - Proof of registration as

money lender not required where money advanced is as a friendly loan and not

in money lending business. (P&H) 813

Dishonour of cheque - Loan transaction - Source of income - Non
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production of document with regard to source of income to advance loan - Not

a ground to dismiss complaint. (Karnataka) 082

Dishonour of cheque - Mediation - Law as to - Analysed. (Kerala) 796

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Lack of pleadings in

involvement of company or its officials in complaint would undoubtedly defeat

it. (Kerala) 590

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Petitioners are neither

Managing Directors nor Authorized Signatories of accused company - No specific

role has been attributed to petitioners - Summoning order qua petitioners quashed.

(Delhi) 001

Dishonour of cheque - Procedure for investigation of offence is not

contemplated. (Madras) 312

Dishonour of cheque - Rebuttal - Plea of false assertions raised in reply

to the notice - Assertion raised in reply to the notice admitted to be correct by

complainant in his cross examination - Held, complaint and sworn statement are

unsubstantiated - Accused acquitted. (Rajasthan) 499

Dishonour of cheque - Sale transaction regarding sale of three machines

- Only two machines delivered - Nothing on record to prove as to against which

liability cheque in question was issued - As per documents on record payment

of Rs.5 lakhs stood proved - Accused rightly acquitted. (P&H) 738

Dishonour of cheques - Loan of Rs.1.60 lakhs to a person with whom

complainant had no connection whatsoever - Accused rightly acquitted.

(Rajasthan) 527

Document - Process cannot be issued directing a person to prepare a

document and produce it - Process can only be issued for the production of any

existing document or thing. (Kerala) 495

Dying declaration - Principles relating to recording of dying declaration

and its admissibility and reliability, summed up. (S.C.) 131

FIR - Quashing - Recovery of three cartridges - Petitioner not aware of

being in alleged conscious and knowledgeable possession of cartridges in her

baggage - FIR quashed. (Delhi) 436

FIR - Writ petition to quash - Court may only intervene in exceptional

cases, if allegations made in FIR ex facie do not disclose any offence at all.

(S.C.) 197

Information laid with police - Non taking of action by police - Proper

course open is to approach concerned Magistrate by filing complaint u/s 190

Cr.P.C. (Gujarat) 409

Maintenance - Proceedings u/s 125 Cr.P.C, S.24 of Hindu Marriage Act

and S.12 of PWDV Act can run simultaneously. (Rajasthan) 231

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Magistrate can cancel or vary an order of

maintenance - Embargo contained in S.362 Cr.P.C. is clearly relaxed in proceeding

u/s 125 Cr.P.C. (S.C.) 247
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Medical negligence - Private complaint against doctor - Complaint not be

entertained unless complainant has produced prima facie evidence in the form of

clear opinion by a competent Doctor in the same field to support a charge of

rashness or negligence - Even a police officer cannot proceed against Doctor,

accused of rash and negligent act unless he gets an independent and competent

medical opinion from a Doctor in Government Service etc., who is qualified in

the branch and has given an impartial and un-biased opinion. (A.P.) 538

Misappropriation of Istridhan - Gifts given at the wedding do not fall

within terminology of Istridhan - Only articles which are given to bride for her

exclusive use after marriage fall under such a head. (P&H) 705

Murder - Death due to burn injuries - Post mortem could not be done as

cremated was done prior to that - This conduct of accused goes against them.

(Allahabad) 240

Murder - Two sets of prosecution evidence - One set implicating accused

and the other set exonerating accused - When prosecution comes with two sets

of self contradictory or mutually destructive evidence, Court has to reject both

or at best can accept one favouring accused. (Gauhati) 433

Non cognizable offence - Investigation by police - Police officer to refer

information to Magistrate regarding commission of non cognizable offence -

Thereafter jurisdictional Magistrate is required to pass an order permitting police

officer to investigate case. (Karnataka) 037

Offence u/s 509 IPC - Merely insulting a woman is not sufficient - Insult

to modesty of a woman by spoken word, gesture or physical act is an essential

ingredient of an offence punishable u/s 509 IPC. (Kerala) 094

Parole - Condition of furnishing two surety bonds - Condition waived

during lock down period. (Rajasthan) 468

Police remand of an accused who is on anticipatory bail - Accused trying

to avoid his interrogation - Accused not co-operating with the investigation -

Presence of accused necessary for further investigation into the matter - Accused

to appear before I.O. for the purpose of interrogation. (S.C.) 799

Prevention of Corruption - Before initiating any enquiry against public

servants under the provisions of P.C. Act, prior approval of the Govt. is sine qua

non - FIR cannot be registered without such approval. (Rajasthan) 106

Public place - Whatsapp messages - Exchange of messages on personal

account of two persons - Not public place - However, if messages are posted in

Whatsapp Group then it is public place as all members of the group have access

to those messages. (Bombay) 735

Quashing of criminal proceedings - Civil suit pending for the same issue

- Complainant cannot pursue criminal proceedings - Proceedings quashed.

(S.C.) 768

Quashing of proceedings - Documents though extraneous to prosecution

case, if are in the nature of public documents or reliable without any further inquiry

being conducted, can be relied on by Courts exercising jurisdiction u/s 482 Cr.P.C.

to quash proceedings. (Kerala) 121
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Reasoned judicial order - Merely recording `having perused the record'

and "on the facts and circumstances of the case" - Does not sub serve the purpose

of a reasoned judicial order. (S.C.) 597

Second complaint - Earlier complaint dismissed as no prima facie case

was made out - Earlier complaint was not disposed of on any technical ground

- Material relied upon in the second complaint was not such which could not have

been procured earlier - Core allegations in both the complaints were identical -

Second complaint is not maintainable. (S.C.) 338

Stalking - Solitary instance cannot be remotely contemplated as stalking

as understood in S.354-D IPC. (Kerala) 078

Theft of sand - Sand was excavated - It was no longer immovable property

- Theft of sand is capable of being stolen. (S.C.) 007

Two FIRs - Sale of land on the basis of forged general power of attorney

- Substratum of two FIR's common - Mere addition of Ss.467, 468 and 471 in

the subsequent FIR cannot be considered as different ingredients to justify latter

FIR as being based on different materials, allegations and grounds. (S.C.) 257

*****


